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popular Nike Benassi Solarsoft slippers series in recent years, this summer will launch the Olympic theme color series. The United
States and Brazil flag as inspiration, red and blue color of the sole loaded USA words, and the yellow and green color style with
Brasil words, each one with bright colors and color to express the gradient. In addition, Nike Fuse technology has also been applied
on the Benassi Solarsoft, the Olympic Nike Benassi Solarsoft has been on the Nike U.S. website, the price of $60. 

The Air Jordan 11 Retro Low GS ��Citrus�� is set to return in 2015. The last time the Air Jordan 11 Retro Low GS ��Citrus��
released was back in April 14th, 2001.
Advertisment 
This Air Jordan 11 Low will feature a similar color scheme as the original release and will come in sizes that will go from 3 �C 9.5.
The size system for GS models in 2015 will be available all the way up to sizes 9.5, but if the shoe is not a GS the size system will
remain the same 3.5 �C 7.

That means that if you��re someone (mens sizes) who was unable to cop these back in 2001 and wear a smaller shoe size, then in
2015 you might have a chance to fit your foot into the newly released Air Jordan 11 Retro Low GS ��Citrus�� colorway.

The shoe is fully dressed in a White and Citrus color scheme. Featuring an all-White smooth leather upper with Citrus accents on the
tongue tag, back heel and translucent outsole.
Air Jordan 11 Retro Low GS Citrus 2015 Release Date 
Check out the additional detailed photos of the kids�� Air Jordan 11 Low GS ��Citrus�� below that will be available in
gradeschool to toddler sizes running up to a size 9.5Y on Saturday, June 20th, 2015 at select Jordan Brand retailers. The retail price
tag is set at $120 USD.

Let us know in the comments section if you��re happy to see these return in the new GS-size system and stay tuned to Sneaker Bar
for further updates as they develop. 

Air Jordan 11 Low GS ��Citrus��
White/White-Citrus
580521-139
June 20, 2015
$120
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